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Chapter 1: Current BDM Mockups



User Enters Cost shares in order to build their system User is linked to page and is taken where they want to
go after entering in information

The �ow of information is not broken and users can
understand where they have come from and are
going

Cost Share Setup

Headers are small
and users may

ignore for page
content

Breadcrumb system
shows how the user

can get around
without having to

return to this screen
constantly, however

is small and
ine�cient in it’s

visual appeal

There is a lot of
wasted real estate

on the landing
page
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Coinsurance Summary

Important action
is once again

hidden beneath
content

Important link is
hidden beneath

header and
doesn’t stand apart

from content Links have no visible
di�erent between

one another in
columns that have
di�erent forms of

information 
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Actions are written
out in full taking up

real estate instead of
shown with a simple

icon



Copay Summary

Scenario Builder
gets lost at the
bottom of the 

screen

The entirety of the
page is white with 

black borders, which
doesn’t  separate

any of the
information visually

from one another

Fields are 
organized into

strange boxes in
order to be read
against all of the
white text boxes
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Out of Pocket Summary

Once again,
important 

interactions are
made small and 

can’t be seen 
properly

Certain content
takes up a large

amount of space
and has a large

amount of
cognitive load
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Deductible Summary (Relationship)
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Once again,
important 

interactions are
made small and 

can’t be seen 
properly



Deductible Summary (Occurrences)

Actions take up a
large amount of

unnecessary space
when they could
be replaced with
icons that could

give back important
real estate
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Certain content
takes up a large

amount of space
and has a large

amount of
cognitive load



Maximum Summary
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There is very little
visual di�erence

between the
page, table 

headers, and 
data within

the table
which makes

the information
more di�cult to
comprehend at

a glance



Scenario Builder

High amount
of content

squeezed into
space  and

creates cognitive
load

Content takes up
a huge enough

amount of space
to warrant it’s own

page

Cannot tell what
content is a  

secondary popup
until box is

clicked upon
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Chapter 2: Style Guides Applied 



Cost Share Setup

Important options
are larger and take
up more space in

otherwise 
empty places

Font is readable
and details

importance of
information on

a scale
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Maximum Summary

Important
information to read
stands alone, and is
given it’s own place
on the page so user

can �nd easily

Breadcrumb system
is readable and
shows you what
page you are on

already

Important
interactions are

given a prominent
place on the screen

for ease of use

Interactions that 
the user frequently 

uses are given a
prominent place

on the screen 
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Maximum Summary (Scenario Accordion)

Scenario 
Accordion headers 
each get enough 
space to be read 
when collapsed

or expanded

Interactions that
are permanent
and may be a

detriment to the
user are given a

red highlight
with a negative

symbol

Field information
is given more

padding and a
di�erent color

 to allow
the user to properly

read the
information

displayed
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Coinsurance Summary
Breadcrumb

highlight canges
from page to page

to show the
di�erences in

pages

All pages are visually
similar and have

the same interaction
properties from

page to page

Important actions
that perform the
same function in
di�erent places

are visually
similar 
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Copay Summary
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Scenario 
Accordion headers 
each get enough 
space to be read 
when collapsed

or expanded



Out of Pocket Summary

Components that
are important to the

user but don’t live
on the left side of

the page are given
visual importance
to highlight their

existence
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Important actions
that perform the
same function in
di�erent places

are visually
similar 



Deductible Summary (Relationship)
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All pages that
perform the same

functions are visually
similar and feel

consistent in their
design



Deductible Summary ( Occurrences)

Content in tables
that is

important for the
user to read

is given a
di�erent visual

style than the rest
of the page
allowing the
user a visual

break in heavy
content areas

The most important
buttons on the page

are given a
prominent spot,

but are styled
di�erently in

order for the user to
immediately
di�erentiate

between their
actions
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Scenario Builder

Content is given
a hierarchy of size
according to it’s
importance to

the user

Content is more
easily recognized

in groups than
previously because

of padding
requirements

between columns
and content
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Chapter 3: Potential UX Changes



Occurrence Actions

Move actions to
the beginning of
the row to show
interactions that

a�ect the entirety
of the row, and

replace with
icons
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If text must be
used, utilize

di�erent icons
or colors to help
user understand

at a glace the
di�erence

between these
actions



Occurrence Accordion

Putting scenarios
into accordions
associates the

scenarios with their
occurrences

instead of pushing
them to the

bottom where
they are often

lost 

Although replacing
every interaction

with an icon
might be

unnecessary,
it also frees the

page up  and calls
for the user to only

have to read the
important data

and not have the
cognitive load

of �nding every
action they might
need to complete
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Editing and
Deleting actions
are shown at the
end of the row
after the user

has already read
the summary of
the occurrence

contents



Scenario Builder

Scenario Content
is moved into

a vertical tab to
show a �ow of

information from
top to bottom
and frees up

more real estate
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A summary allows
for the potential of
being able to view, 

edit, or delete
 any chanegs

at a glance

Scenario Builder Summary
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Secondary Popup
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When the edit
button  or �eld

is pressed,
it can bring up

a secondary popup
which is organized

for the user to
understand all

the information
presented at a

glance
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